
March 1st 2010 starts a new year for the Burlington Coop. With the closing of the 2009 year we want 
to thank everyone for their business. March bring the 100 day sprint until wheat harvest. Yes that’s 
right we are a 100 days from harvest, give or take few days. We are currently trucking grain out of 
Burlington to assure we have room for the next crop. The bin in Amorita is empty and we will be 
cleaning and performing maintained on the that facility preparing it for this harvest.  
    In reviewing this past year it provided some amazing challenges and rewards. 
Grain harvest receipts was about seventy percent of average, but for Oklahoma state wide last year 
this was a great one. With the less than average wheat crop and the declining grain prices, produc-
ers delayed their selling and increase our storage income.       
This winter’s weather patterns provide a challenge in applying wheat top dress fertilizer. We are very 
fortunate that our applicators  have great equipment that can cover a lot of acres and our customers 
started early. 
In finishing this year it looks to be another good one, but until the audit is complete we will just have 
to wait for the results.   
I can not say this enough thank you for your support in making the Burlington Coop Great.     

Summer diesel contracts will be priced by March 15th. 

We are still holding for a better price.  If you have not 

been contacted by the 15th with a price just us a call. 

On February the 19th we had our first meeting at the Cherokee Fair 

grounds on the Risk Management series. Several topics where 

discussed and we are working on scheduling the next meeting. We 

need your help in planning  the next meeting.  
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